Assassination Records Review Board
600 E Street NW  2nd Floor  Washington, DC 20530
June 14, 1995
Mr. John Pereira
Director
Historical Review Group
Center for the Study of Intelligence
Central Intelligence Agency
Washington, D.C. 20505
RE: ARRB Review of Documents from FBI Files, July 17-18, 1995
Dear John:
Enclosed is a copy of a letter, dated June 9, from me to Mr. Terry O'Connor of the FBI. As the June
9 letter states, the ARRB staff intends, on July 17-18, to present a number of documents from FBI
files to the Review Board for decision on claimed postponements (and "Not Assassination Related" -or "NAR" -- determinations) in those documents. The CIA appears to have equities in information
now postponed or withheld in several of these documents. Documents in which the CIA appears to
have equities are specifically identified on page two of the enclosed June 9 letter, as well as on the
enclosed forms.
Since sending the June 9 letter, the ARRB staff has identified the following additional documents
from the FBI files as having CIA equities: HQ 105-82555-355 (duplicated at NY 105-38431-189,
-190, -191; DL 100-10461-1009, -1010) and HQ 105-82555-2101 (duplicated at DL 100-10461-4015).
These documents also will be presented to the Review Board at the July 17-18 meeting. The
appropriate forms are enclosed for this document and its duplicates. We understand from our
meeting on June 13 that you will send people to the Bureau to review these documents.
As discussed in the June 9 letter, we request that by July 10 you submit to the ARRB staff whatever
document-specific evidence or arguments you may wish with regard to your equities in these
documents. Although the enclosed forms suggest that you
submit evidence or arguments in writing, we will be happy to discuss with you other
means of presentation that may be more convenient or practicable (e.g., formal
presentations to, or informal meetings with, ARRB staff members).

Telephone: (202) 724-0088

As always, thank you for your cooperation.
Sincerely yours,

David Marwell
Executive Director
cc: Jeremy Gunn
Mary McAuliffe
Phil Golrick
Terry O'Connor
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Facsimile:

(202) 724-0457

